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EDITOR'S VIEW

The FPFC: Leading the Way in Diversity
O n e o f my
tasks as the producer
of the Fresh DIGEST
is to take photos at
FPFC events. Over
the years, my longtime business associate Tom Fielding
and I have taken literally thousands of
Tim Linden
pictures. In recent
years, we have upped the game a bit devoting more
pages in the magazine to photos than ever before.
In addition, The Produce News often runs some of
those same pictures in their “Sightings” section,
which is a very popular department photographically chronicling industry events in all regions of
this country…and even in Canada when an event
By Tim Linden happens up north.
Seemingly every few days, I get an email blast
from The Produce News alerting me to a new “Sightings” and I do take a gander. Several years ago I
noticed that FPFC Sightings seemed to have more
women at their events, or at least, they show up
more often in photos. There may be an aesthetic
reason for this but by and large, I believe it reﬂects
the nature of these events. The FPFC events, which
are all in California, are more gender diverse than
those taking place elsewhere in this country.
It does makes sense as California does appear
to be more “progressive” in its approach to diversity
of all kinds. There is no reason a business in this
state shouldn’t follow suit.
I have had this idea rolling around in my
head for the last couple of years, which is where all
my column ideas go to grow or die. But beyond
anecdotally saying there are more women in the
California produce industry than in other states, I
didn’t have anywhere else for this article to go. So
it has been sitting in the “not developed” pile for
a while.
Fast forward to the June 15 luncheon of
the FPFC at the Sheraton Hotel in Cerritos. After
taking the requisite pictures, I was sitting near the
back in observation mode when FPFC Chairman of
the Board Marvin Quebec of Quebec Distributing
took the mic and introduced Master of Ceremonies
Sheryl Salazar of Albertsons. After a few minutes
of banter, Sheryl called up the ﬁrst sponsor speaker,
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who was Terrence Billingsley from Mann Packing. I
took a quick note of the apparent diversity on the
dais that day. Marvin is Filipino; Sheryl is not only
a fairly-high level woman but also is seemingly of
Hispanic origin…or at least her name is. Terrence
is African-American.
Next up was Ambar Rodriguez of The
Oppenheimer Group followed by Yoko Difrancia
of House Foods. Two more women, one more
Hispanic and an Asian. Kellee Harris of Giumarra
and Maria Costello of NatureSweet were the ﬁnal
two sponsor speakers. Two more women, one of
whom appeared to be Hispanic and I’d guess Kellee to be Irish.
Now please don’t take me to task for playing
a guessing game with regard to some of these nationalities. I did go by looks and accents and names
and did do a bit of racial proﬁling. I am assuming
Yoko is Asian for example. She looked and sounded
Asian. Her last name threw me a bit, but my goal
is not to create some type of direct ancestral lineage, it is merely to marvel at the diversity of the
people who are relevant in our industry and come
to FPFC events.
My history takes me back to the early days
when my father was one of those guys (all basically
white males save for Frieda Caplan) who helped
in the early years of the Council. I have seen the
photos of those early seminars at Cal Poly Pomona.
As a teenager I went to a couple of conventions
across this country. Dark suits and dark ties, white
shirts and white faces were the colors of the day.
Today the FPFC is so much more of a rainbow…and
I dare say we are much, much better off for it.

FPFC MISSION STATEMENT
The Fresh Produce & Floral Council is a dynamic
community of professionals across all sectors of
the fresh produce and ﬂoral industry who do
business in California and the western region.
The Council is dedicated to providing members
with convenient opportunities to build productive
relationships, access timely market information,
enhance their business skills, and pool their
efforts to promote and advance the industry.
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EXECUTIVE NOTES

Aim High
We recently
held our Southern
California Expo at the
Disneyland Hotel in
Anaheim. I’m often
asked by repor ters
for the trade press
how long this event
has been in existence.
Honestly, that’s hard
Carissa Mace
to say. There used to
be two Southern California trade shows – one for
produce and one for ﬂoral. The two merged in the
late ‘90s – about 1999 or so. Individually the two
shows existed for many years. No matter how long
the event has existed, the important thing is that it
is still going strong.
This year’s Expo featured Chef Fabio Viviani
as the keynote speaker. Many people know Fabio
By Carissa Mace from the hit show Top Chef. He was a fan favorite
the year he appeared. I got to know him watching
him on Food Network shows such as Cutthroat
Kitchen and Chopped. I knew he was a charming
man with an Italian accent (I’m a sucker for an Italian accent). What I didn’t know was what a great
motivational speaker he is.
When I spoke with Fabio before the show
he said “So, who are these people at this show?” I
said “You know the guys you buy produce from for
your restaurants? Them.” “Oh, I got it,” said Fabio.
And he certainly did. He was able to speak the
produce language, so to speak, which made him a
great ﬁt for the group.
But what was so amazing about Fabio was his
inspirational message that no matter who you are,
you should be setting high goals and not settling.
He made it very clear that not everyone can be an
entrepreneur; not everyone is cut out to be their
own boss. And that is OK, was his big message. In
fact, most people aren’t cut out to run their own
company and too many people try to do it who
shouldn’t and fail. You need to just be the best
and set high goals for whatever it is you are good
at doing.
He said there is a big difference between just
being comfortable in a job, setting a low bar for goals
and achieving those low bar goals, and doing your
best and trying hard to reach high level goals and
missing those. If you are shooting high and miss, you
are probably still achieving more than if you set the
bar low and succeed.
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This was an important message for our attendees.
The Southern California Expo is unique
compared to other trade shows – it isn’t just about
those with purchase order power. Both of the
original produce and ﬂoral shows were designed
for store level personnel, and today’s combined
show still adheres to that core mission. The goal is
to educate store level employees on the products
they merchandise and sell every day. These are the
front line representatives of our industry’s products,
and the FPFC Expo is designed to give them knowledge and tools they can use to represent products
directly to consumers.
What Fabio said was powerful – you don’t
have to be the “VP of Produce” to be successful. You
can be a produce clerk and be an important part
of your company’s success if you commit and do
everything you can with the skill set that you have.
Fabio came to America in 2005 without speaking
English and started working in a sandwich shop

making $8 an hour. Because of pure hard work
and initiative, he now oversees a multi-million dollar
enterprise. He doesn’t just talk the talk, he walks
the walk of how you can be successful if you aim
high and focus on your skill set.
I hope the audience in attendance took away
Fabio’s important message and that everyone could
have even half the energy and passion he has. If
that is the case, the future is indeed very bright for
our industry.
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CMI Thrives with Branded Program

Focus on Apples

By Tim Linden
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The apple category has undergone some fundamental changes in recent history with the Honey
Crisp variety, organic offerings and “branded” items
currently driving the growth in the sector.
At least that is the view of Steve Lutz, vice
president of marketing for Columbia Marketing
International LLC, Wenatchee, WA. Not so coincidentally, all three of those areas are also driving
the growth at CMI.
Honey Crisp is not the number one variety
in volume nor dollars on a year-round basis, but it
has risen near the top quickly and its numbers are
very impressive. Overall, Lutz said it is number two
in sales dollars “but it is the best selling apple from
September to June.” Gala is still number one overall
because of its tremendous lead in volume. Honey
Crisp is only in ﬁfth place in volume but second in
dollars, which tells you the dollar per pound average is signiﬁcantly higher than the other top volume
performers. For example, the standby Red Delicious
variety is its polar opposite as it is number two in
volume and number ﬁve in dollar sales.
While the top 10 varieties in volume do account for about 90 percent of total volume, Lutz
said it is the proprietary “branded” apples – such
as Ambrosia, Jazz, Envy, Kiku and Kanzi – that are
creating excitement in the category and generating publicity. He deﬁned “branded” apples as those

developed by private breeding programs that then
control production and marketing. These varieties
are typically licensed to a limited number of growers
and just a few handlers, unlike the more traditional
varieties that make up the majority of the top 10
list. For example, CMI is the exclusive Washington
grower and marketer of several varieties, including
Ambrosia, Kiku and Kanzi. In many of these instances,
the only other licensees are in other growing areas,
either within the United States or in other countries.
As a point of reference, Envy and Jazz are New
Zealand varieties, licensed to more U.S. growers
but still a limited number.
Of course by maintaining control, the licenser
can limit production and help keep the price at a
higher level. In addition, Lutz said production and
quality standards can also be maintained allowing
these “branded” varieties to create a distinction
that warrants the higher price. For example, he
said these varieties often do very well in speciﬁc
micro-climates, but might not be able to reach the
same level of quality in a slightly different climate.
The licenser can control that.
It is typically incumbent upon the licensee to
promote these apple varieties in the marketplace,
with that promotion including consumer education.
Lutz said CMI does have promotional and educational pieces retailers can utilize in promoting the
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ﬁrm’s various “branded” apples. He said retailers
enjoy promoting these items precisely because they
do have a limited volume and limited marketing.
“It is a way to differentiate and create excitement
in the apple category.” He added that it is also an
excellent way to drive up the average transaction
size in the category as the “branded” apples do
bring a higher price. However, Lutz cautioned that
it is still the top varieties that return most of the
dollars in any retailer’s apple program and are most
important to overall sales.
Lutz expects “branded” apple programs to
continue to drive excitement as that movement is
not expected to go away. “We’ve got test orchards
where we are currently looking at a number of new
varieties,” he said, indicating that other growers and
marketers are doing the same thing. And in fact,
these branded items are moving up the top 10
list as Ambrosia is number nine and Jazz sits at the
tenth spot, though one must realize their volumes
pale very much compared to those inhabiting the
top few spots. There is only so much space in a
produce department and retailers can’t devote an
inordinate amount to the “branded” varieties. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, they must
devote ample space and promotional opportunities
to the big sellers. For that reason, Lutz said there
will be winners and losers in the varietal game.
Organic production is another growth area
for the apple industry. The 2015/16 season saw a
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signiﬁcant drop in total volume from the previous
season so apple prices were up. Lutz said data
shows that the average price for conventional
apples was up about 4 percent. Organic apples,
with a total volume very near the previous year,
had an average price increase of 9 percent, more
than double that of conventional apples. The CMI
executive said conversion of conventional acreage
to organic production has been occurring at a fairly
fast clip with most of that conversion in the last
three years. Since it is a three year process, he said
there is going to be a signiﬁcant increase in volume
over the next three years. Lutz expects that to be
matched by market value as demand for organic
apples continues to grow.
It is difﬁcult to leave any apple discussion
without analyzing the Red Delicious apple. For
generations, it was the top apple in terms of volume
and dollars. It has lost some of its luster and some
acreage, but Lutz said it is still a relatively popular
variety among growers. He said it is a steady performer that is predictable and “user friendly.” Most
growers when replanting will switch varieties, but
very few will pull out a productive tree before its
time, even if it is waning in consumer popularity.
And Lutz noted that even though it is now number
ﬁve in dollar sales, it still generates more than three
times the dollars of number six, which happens to
be Pink Lady.
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Focus on Expansion

Stater Bros. Celebrates 80 Year
th

Focus on Retail

A History of Success
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Stater Bros. Markets is the largest privately owned supermarket
chain in Southern California and the largest private employer in both
San Bernardino and Riverside counties. The company currently operates 168 supermarkets and there are more than 18,000 members of
the Stater Bros. Supermarkets family.
Stater Bros. traces its beginnings back to a small grocery store on
West Yucaipa Boulevard in Yucapia, CA. Twin brothers Cleo and Leo
Stater purchased the original Stater Bros. Market with a $600 down
payment and opened for business on August 17, 1936. By the close of
the 1940s, the Stater brothers, joined by their younger brother Lavoy,
had expanded the chain to 12 locations with 225 employees.
During the 1950s, Stater Bros. had almost doubled to include
23 locations in the three counties of San Bernardino, Riverside and
Los Angeles.
In 1960, the company began the operation of a construction
division. This new division acted as a general contractor and became
responsible for all planning, supervision and construction of new stores
and other facilities. It was also this year that the company opened its ﬁrst
Orange County location. In 1968, the Stater Bros. sold their interest in
the company, and Stater Bros. Markets became a division of Petrolane
Incorporated. By the end of the decade, Stater Bros. Markets totaled

First Advertisement
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Cleo & Leo Stater

35 locations in the four counties of San Bernardino,
Riverside, Los Angeles and Orange.
In 1979, scanning was introduced in the store,
which coincided with signiﬁcant growth and expansion of the chain. During the 1970s, the number
of store locations more than doubled to a total of
83 supermarkets.
The year of 1980 was the largest calendar
year of growth for the retailer with 10 supermarkets
opening. The next year, Jack H. Brown joined the
company as president and chief executive ofﬁcer,
and the company’s growth in sales and new stores
took off. In 1982, Stater Bros. launched its ﬁrst
television advertising campaign. In 1986, Brown, in
addition to being president and CEO, was elected
chairman of the board. In 1988, he announced that
Stater Bros. Markets had reached a sales volume in
excess of $1 billion for the ﬁrst time.
Coming into the 1990s there were more than
100 stores. In 1999, Stater Bros. Markets acquired
43 additional supermarket locations – 33 former
Albertsons and 10 former Lucky Supermarkets.
Ten of the new locations were in San Diego County,
giving Stater Bros. its ﬁrst presence in that county.
In addition, the store count doubled in both Los
Angeles and Orange counties.

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2016
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Jack H. Brown
Cleo Stater & Jack Brown by Truck

During the early 2000s, Stater Bros. was
awarded “Supermarket Retailer of the Year’ by Progressive Grocer in 2001 and by Grocery Headquarters
magazine in 2004. In 2005, Stater Bros made the
Fortune 500 list for the ﬁrst time and was the only
Inland Empire-headquartered company to do so.
On January 25, 2005, Jack Brown was presented with
the Sidney R. Rabb Award to honor his lifetime of
extraordinary contributions to the food marketing
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industry and to his community.
On October 24, 2007, Stater Bros. ofﬁcially
opened the new Stater Bros. corporate ofﬁces
on the former Norton Air Force Base in San Bernardino. In addition to the corporate ofﬁces, the
200-acre campus includes a 2.1 million square foot
distribution center.
The new Dry Distribution Center began
operation in February of 2008, and the new Re-
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frigerated Distribution Center began operation in
September of 2008. The company’s new 17,000
square foot Human Resources building opened
in November of 2008, and the ribbon cutting for
the new 155,000 square foot Support Services
building, the ﬁnal construction piece, took place on
October 5, 2009.
That Stater Bros. Distribution Center replaced
11 structures in seven locations in four cities. The
center is the largest under-one-roof supermarket
distrubition center in the United States and provides
the retailer with, what management believes, is
America’s most efﬁcient distribution system, which
includes the shortest average mileage for store
deliveries of 41 miles.
In 2008, Stater Bros. Charities, a 501(c)(3)
non-proﬁt organization, was established to support
the critical needs of the communities where Stater
Bros. Supermarkets are located.
In 2010, Stater Bros. received the “2010 Community Service Award” from America’s supermarket
industry for exceptional leadership and involvement
in the community.
Stater Bros. has received waste reduction
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Redlands Lugonia

188 Grand Terrace
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Corporate Ofﬁce

awards from the state of California for the company’s environmentally friendly programs and recycling efforts, which eliminates more than 125 million
pounds of waste from landﬁlls each year.

Stater Bros. has also been recognized by retail
food industry publication Progressive Grocer as a
member of its “Green Grocer Hall of Fame” for the
company’s notable green programs.
In addition, eight Stater Bros. supermarkets
have received GreenChill Gold Awards from the
United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) for using refrigerants that do not harm the
earth’s ozone layer. Stater Bros. was rated the
number one full service supermarket chain in
Southern California by a leading national consumer
magazine.
In 2013, Stater Bros. received the Retail Patriot
Award from the National Frozen & Refrigerated
Food Association for going “above and beyond
the call of duty” in supporting our troops and
veterans.
On August 24, 2016, exactly 80 years and
one week after that ﬁrst store was opened in Yucaipa, Stater Bros. will open its ﬁrst store in Ventura
County in Simi Valley. This store will be considered
the retailer’s 80th Anniversary store.

Thank you to the following
companies for their support
of this article celebrating
Stater Bros. Markets’
80th anniversary:
4Earth Farms
Apio / Eat Smart
California Avocado Commission
CMI
Consolidated West Dist., Inc.
Country Fresh Mushroom Co.
Domex Superfresh Growers
Eagle Eye Produce California Inc.
Henry Avocado Corporation
Kern Ridge Growers, LLC
North Shore Living Herbs
Progressive Produce, LLC
San Miguel Produce, Inc.
The Moonlight Companies
Umina Brothers, Inc.
Veg-Fresh Farms
Westlake Produce Company
Windset Farms
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Top FPFC Awards
Go to Higaki and Van Valkenburg

Focus on SoCal Expo

By Tim Linden
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The Fresh Produce & Floral Council honored
longtime industry veterans Harry Higaki of Bay City
Flower Co. Inc., Half Moon Bay, CA, and Rich Van
Valkenburg of Van Valkenburg & Associates, Capistrano Beach, CA, with its prestigious annual ﬂoral and
produce awards at the group’s Southern California
Expo, held on July 19 in Anaheim, CA.
Higaki is largely credited with opening up
supermarkets to ﬂoral merchandising when he sold
potted mums to Jack Hodges of Ralphs Grocery Co.
in the 1950s. His son and past winner Harrison Higaki presented the FPFC Floral Achievement Award
to his father outlining his personal story and the
vital role he played in transitioning the more than
100 year old company from a cut ﬂower grower
to a provider of potted blooming plants to the
mass market.
Nobuo Higaki emigrated from Japan in 1910
and started the ﬁrm in Redwood City, not far from
the current location in Half Moon Bay, shortly
thereafter. The Great Depression,World War II and
the relocation and internment of those of Japanese
descent had a profound impact on the ﬁrm. In 1950,
Harry, Nobuo’s ﬁrst son, re-invented and renamed
the operation, moving from cut ﬂowers to potted
plants and starting the mass merchandising of ﬂoral
products.
When the 95-year-old Harry strolled to
the podium, he noted that he has been retired
for 30 years and indicated that while the award
was appreciated, he was a bit dumbfounded by its
presentation at this time in his life. But he quickly
revealed his continued interest in the ﬂoral industry
touting a technology currently being tested that will
eliminate the wilting of roses. Harry Higaki called
it a “game changer.”
Van Valkenburg received the Norman H.
“Buz” Bolstad Produce Achievement Award, named
after one of the founders of the FPFC, who was
a longtime Southern California retailer. In fact,
Bolstad was one of Van Valkenburg’s early mentors

FPFC Chairman Marvin Quebec of Quebec Distributing Co.; FPFC
Floral Achievement Award recipient Harry Higaki of Bay City Flower
Co.; and Harrison Higaki, who presented the award.

in the industry. Besides a long career in produce
retailing, Van Valkenburg has operated his own
food brokerage business for the past decade. He
has been a longtime supporter of the FPFC, ﬁrst
serving on the board and the Executive Committee
in the 1980s. After increased workload required
him to step down from the Executive Committee
before serving as chairman in the late 1980s, Van
Valkenburg continued to be a constant presence at
FPFC events and once again made an appearance
on that committee in 2012, serving as chairman of
the council in 2014.
The one-day Expo, which is the granddaddy
of the ever-expanding regional produce show
movement, attracted 2,000 produce professionals
to its location at the Disneyland Hotel Convention
Center in Anaheim.
Chef Fabio Viviani gave the keynote speech at
the opening breakfast exhorting the crowd of many
in-store produce and ﬂoral personnel to go way
beyond the bare minimum in doing their jobs. He
said that while everyone can’t and shouldn’t be an
entrepreneur, everyone is the CEO of themselves
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You started out with the punch,” he quipped.
After bantering back and forth with another
supplier of in-door tomatoes grown vertically,Viviani
explained that for the restaurant business it’s all
about cutting costs. He said offering a product that
is more expensive because of sustainable growing
practices with no other beneﬁts is going to be a
very tough sell to the average foodservice operator. He indicated that the seller has to identify a
tangible advantage to the buyer that goes beyond
a feel-good story.

Norman H. “Buz” Bolstad Produce Award Winner Rich Van
Valkenburg of Van Valkenburg & Associates with award presenter
Dennis Gertmenian, founder and retired CEO of Ready Pac

and responsible for what they accomplish and how
far they go in their careers and lives. He told of his
inspiring career which began as an 11 year old in a
bakery in Florence, Italy. Forced to work at an early
age because of a family ﬁnancial crisis, he made the
most of it and has emerged as a rock star in the restaurant business, owning many locations and being
featured as a regular on many cooking shows.
He led a lively and entertaining Q&A period
as he pulled no punches. One audience member
attempted to introduce Viviani to his salad dressing
product and create a buy/sell relationship on the
spot. The chef applauded the effort but noted that a
more subtle approach is needed to win his business.
“You have to date me ﬁrst. Tell me you like my shirt.

Chef Fabio Viviani and FPFC Chairman Marvin Quebec from Quebec
Distributing Co.

The best of show awards for top booths
went to Rocket Farms in the ﬂoral category and
DLJ Produce in the produce sector.

Contact Amber Flamminio amber@umina.com
Visit our website at www.umina.com
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Disneyland Hotel
July 19, 2016
Anaheim, CA

Produce Best of Show
DLJ Produce

Sponsors
Name Badge Sponsor
Earthbound Farm

Norman H. “Buz” Bolstad
Produce Award Sponsor
4Earth Farms

Charging Station Sponsors
Fresh Gourmet
Quebec Distributing Co.
Sullivan Curtis Monroe Insurance
Sunrise Produce Company

Commemorative Bag Sponsors
Apio/Eat Smart
The Oppenheimer Group

Promotional Poster Sponsor
Kern Ridge Growers, LLC

Box Lunch Sponsor
Grimmway Farms

Event Program Sponsor
Westlake Produce Company

Design Contest Sponsors
Produce Marketing Association
Spectrum Floral Service

Keynote Breakfast Sponsor
California Avocado Commission

Registration Area Sponsor
WJL Distributors

Invitation Sponsor
MIXTEC Group

Lanyard Sponsor
The Giumarra Companies

Event Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living Herbs

Centerpieces
Kent’s Bromeliad Nursery, Inc.

Celebrity Speaker Sponsor
Idaho Potato Commission

Bonus Marketing Space Sponsor
Ready Pac Foods

Refrigerated Truck
Brent Redmond Transportation

Floral Achievement Award Sponsor
Produce Marketing Association

Event Signage Sponsors
Greenhouse Produce Co., LLC
Kern Ridge Growers, LLC
Ready Pac Foods
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Floral Best of Show
Rocket Farms Inc.

Donors List
Design Contest Donors

Door Prize Donors

Delta Floral Distributors Inc.
Floral Supply Syndicate
Floralife/Oasis Grower Solutions, Divisions of
Smithers-Oasis
Holland Flower Market
Kendal Floral Supply
Mayﬂower Distributing Company Inc.
Rose Gonzales Plants, Inc.
Westland Floral Company

Avocados from Mexico
Beachside Produce, LLC
Bing Beverage
Cal Pure Foods
California Avocado Commission
Chilean Fresh Fruit Association
Evergreen Agri-Tech Inc.
Floral Supply Syndicate
Flora-Pack
Forager Juice
The Giumarra Companies
GloriAnn Farms
Gourmet Garden Herbs & Spices
Green Giant
Kent’s Bromeliad Nursery, Inc.
Kern Ridge Growers, LLC
Love Beets
Matsui Nursery
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McLellan Botanicals/Taisuco America
NatureSweet Tomatoes
North Shore Living Herbs
Por La Mar Nursery
Progressive Produce, LLC
Purity Organic
Red Shell Dressing
Rocket Farms Inc.
RPE, Inc.
Salad Cosmo
Sunshine Bouquet Company
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.
Temkin International, Inc.
Tessemae’s Dressing
Torn & Glasser
Veg-Fresh Farms
Vidalia/Bland Farms
West Pak Avocado
Wholly Guacamole
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Floral Design Contest Winners
Level B (0 – 3 years experience)

3rd Place

1st Place

Glenda Heredia
Ralphs Grocery Company

Karen Huerta
Stater Bros. Markets

with Tracy Ramirez of Ralphs Grocery Company

with Carissa Mace of FPFC

2nd Place
Monica Martinez, Ralphs Grocery Company
with Tracy Ramirez of Ralphs Grocery Company

Level A (4 years and over experience)

1st Place
Debi Kordones
Bristol Farms

3rd Place

with Kristin Lares of Bristol Farms

Priscilla Moreno
Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions

2nd Place

with Ryan Sanchez of Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions

Gordon Morris, Whole Foods
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with Paige Venable of Whole Foods
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Amy Hessler and Craig Keating of Bing Beverage

Floral Design Contest participants working on their designs
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Connie Stukenberg, California Avocado
Commission; Brian Balladares,
Ralphs Grocery Company; Dave Cruz,
California Avocado Commission;
and Miguel Garcia, Ralphs Grocery
Company

Mike Asdoorian of DLJ Produce
with Sally Park and Jun Han of
freshmax/Galleria Market

Manning the Ready Pac Foods booth: Ryan Wilson, Sven Pirkl, Andrea Dimond, Sean McClure, Ken Perez, Nathan Jenkins, and Jeremy Baach.
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Floral Design Contest Centerpieces
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Riley John, Sonja Hartt, Dave Lammers, Dave
Rodriguez and Kevin Smith from Stater Bros.
Markets.
Expo attendees take
a break and enjoy a
box lunch.

Mark Carroll of Gelson’s Markets with Bill Wilber of
Houweling’s Tomatoes
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Year Round Organic Avocados
Available from Henry Since 2010

Focus on Avocados

By Rob Bryant

30

The recent increase in sales of Henry Avocado’s fresh organic avocados puts the company
slightly ahead of the industry’s numbers. A yearround grower, shipper and packer of organics
since 2010, the Escondido-based company reports
that 7 percent of its orders are for organic, which
compares favorably to the total reported by other
industry sources.
Henry, a grower/shipper since 1925 and a
year-round distributor of conventional avocados
since 1990, was prompted to enter the organic market when its retail customers looked for sources to
meet growing consumer demand.The upward trend
continues prompting Phil Henry, company president,
to predict organics could represent 10 percent of
the company’s total sales in ﬁve years.
Gearing up to meet expectations, Henry has
invested in the higher cost of organic farming, and
over the past three years has converted 25 percent
of the groves under its farm management division
to organic production. This pace also exceeds the
industry average.
For most of these groves, the ﬁrst year of
certiﬁed organic sales is 2016.
Meeting the needs of certiﬁcation has been
an easy transition for the company, which planted
its ﬁrst California avocado grove in 1925 and pioneered many of the growing practices in use today,
said Henry, who added: “To some extent, organic
farming is a return to our roots since many of the
practices are similar to our farming methods of the
1920s and ‘30s.”
Henry’s growing partners in Mexico have
been equal to the task of meeting certiﬁed standards in large numbers. As in the United States, it
takes three years of organic farming practices for
the production from a grove to be certiﬁed. Henry’s
shippers in Mexico have been meeting the standard
since 2010.
In expectation that its 2016 organic production from its California groves and imports from
Mexico would double, Henry assigned Rick Illig,
located in the western sales ofﬁce in Fullerton, CA,

Vic Varvel, distribution manager at the Henry Avocado distribution
center in Escondido, CA, with a carton of organics marketed under
Henry’s premium Bravocado brand.

to the position of organic and conventional sales
representative. Any sales representative at Henry’s
six sales and distribution centers, however, can accept and process organic orders.
All organic orders are supplied through its
Bravocado brand, which has been Henry’s premium
label for 75 years.
Henry Avocado Corp. is certiﬁed for organic
avocados by CCOF. In addition, all organic avocados
sold in the United States come under the auspices
of the USDA.
“Providing our customers with a year-round
supply of avocados that meet our superior standards
for freshness, quality, and service, equally applies to
organic and conventional avocados,” Henry added.
Organic fresh avocados can also be ordered
custom-ripened. Henry pioneered the process for
the industry in 1983 and today, after adding 23 ripening rooms this year, has a total of 95, which are
located at its distribution centers in Escondido and
Milpitas, CA; San Antonio and Houston, TX, and in
Phoenix, AZ.
Henry publishes a “Ripening Guide” for its
buyers, which describes the ﬁve stages of ripening,
so that avocados can be purchased on an “as-desired
basis.” By using agreed upon terms for the levels of
ripeness, customers enjoy maximum accuracy in
their orders. To order a guide, contact one of the
ﬁrm’s representatives.
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Progressive Launches New Berry Program
By Tim Linden

Kraig Loomis

In June, Los Angeles-based Progressive Produce, LLC decided to jump into the berry business
by launching an aggressive bush berry program.
Vice President of Marketing Jack Gyben said
the company had dabbled in berries before, but
this time it decided to do more than dip its toes. It
took the full plunge by adding produce veteran Kraig
Loomis and getting a start on what will eventually
become a year-round program concentrating on
blueberries, raspberries, and blackberries. Loomis
received his produce industry training on the retail
side of the business, most recently with Fresh &
Easy. Prior to that he served with Kroger. He has
had berry buying experience at both places and
as such has the knowledge to launch the sourcing
effort at Progressive.
Loomis told the Fresh DIGEST that the ﬁrm’s
shipments began in late June from British Columbia
and that program will continue through the end of
August. At that point, South American sources will
be tapped as the company develops its program
with an eye toward year-round representation. He
said that by the spring of 2017, Progressive expects
to have a year-round program in place.
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said the foray into this new category came from
customers rather than suppliers. The company,
which began as a potato and onion wholesaler years
ago, has continued to expand its product lines to
be more customer focused.
Besides the aforementioned asparagus, at
the recent FPFC Expo, Progressive placed a lot of
emphasis on its Hollywood Fries sector, aimed at
cutting edge foodservice operators who want to cut
and cook their own fries or chips, which is the ﬁrm’s
newest offering in that sector. Gyben said the density of the Hollywood Fries potato makes it a great
product for those upscale establishments wanting
to launch a fresh chip or fresh fries program.

Focus on Expansion

Loomis noted that the entire bush berry
category is in a growth mode, led by the impressive
surge in the popularity of blueberries. “Over the
last ﬁve years we’ve seen tremendous growth in
blueberries and it continues to grow. Berries were
our number one commodity at Fresh & Easy. ”
Progressive, he added, will have both a conventional and organic program. In the initial effort
from the Northwest, Progressive offered several
Blueberry varieties including Duke, Bluecrop, Draper,
Liberty and Elliot. Various pack sizes are available
from six ounces to two pounds.
Gyben said the move toward blueberries was
customer driven. With its year-round asparagus
program in place, the ﬁrm does have connections in
some of the berry producing countries that export
to the United States, but the Progressive executive
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FPFC Holds Luncheon Meeting
In Southern California

Focus on the Council

By Tim Linden
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Guest Speaker Scott Farrell of Golin addressed the importance of
including social media in your crisis communications plan

Scott Farrell, president of global corporate
communications at Golin, told an overﬂow crowd
at a Fresh Produce & Floral Council luncheon on
June 15, that crisis management is far different today
than it was when he broke into that ﬁeld more than
30 years ago during the Tylenol scare.
In those days, he said, a company had roughly
24 hours to respond to a bad situation; today he
submitted, you have 2.4 seconds…the amount of
time it takes to send a tweet through Twitter.
The FPFC held its bi-monthly luncheon at
the Sheraton Hotel in Cerritos, CA., where well
over 200 people were in attendance to hear Farrell
discuss strategies in protecting your company and
your brand in this era of instant communications
via social media. He said in 1982, Tylenol pulled

all of its products off the grocery shelves almost
immediately and quickly began rescuing the brand
name through the regular news cycle. At that point
in time, the evening news and the daily paper were
where most people learned of that scare and followed the company’s effort to rebound. “Today
more than 50 percent of the news comes from
social media,” he said.
As such, managing a crisis is far different. In
those days, Johnson & Johnson, the manufacturer of
Tylenol, had the opportunity to design and implement a bounce-back strategy. Today news travels
fast and Farrell said slow reaction by a company is
the quickest way to kill that company. As a point of
emphasis, Farrell, who was speaking just days after
the Orlando shooting at a nightclub that killed dozens, revealed that the ﬁrst news of that event was
tweeted from inside the club within four minutes
of the gunﬁre.
Farrell said before a company is faced with
an issue, it must have a plan in place to react. That
plan should be very detailed and include all relevant
members of your ﬁrm. To get started developing
such a plan, he advises ﬁrm to do a risk assessment
and rank the most vulnerable areas
As a quick guide, Farrell listed his “six r’s of
crisis management:
1. Rapid response – Engage very quickly after
the crisis emerges.
2. Responsibility – Act and speak responsibly;
own the event.
3. Regret – Crises create victims; express
regret.
4. Restitution – Explain quickly how you are
going to make it right.
5. Reform – Assure customers that this is not
going to happen again. Address and solve the
problem.
6. Resolution – End the crisis as quickly as
possible: “Get it right! Get it out! Get it Over!”
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Southern California Luncheon
June, 2016
Thank You Sponsors!
Platinum Sponsor
NatureSweet LTD

Master of Ceremonies Sheryl Salazar of Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions helps Key
Sponsor Ambar Rodriguez of The Oppenheimer Group give away her door prize.

Key Sponsors
The Giumarra Companies
House Foods America
Mann Packing Co., Inc.
The Oppenheimer Group

Natalie Machado and Dave Juarez of FreshSource, LLC with
Susan Seckman of Bing Beverage

Associate Sponsors
A.M.S. Exotic LLC
Bing Beverage
Mixed Nuts, Inc.
Salinas Valley Farming
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.
Western Mixers Produce & Nuts, Inc.

Pat McDowell, Perimeter Sales
& Merchandising; Kate Reeb of
Veg-Fresh Farms; and Rick Cruz
of Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions
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Jorge Alvarado and Clare Bogle of Valley
Fresh Produce

Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living Herbs ®

Guest speaker Scott Farrell of Golin (center) with Jan DeLyser
and Dave Cruz of the California Avocado Commission

Garrett Nishimori of San Miguel
Produce with Lee Groon of
Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions
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Apprentices at the pre-luncheon session on leadership

Lori Castillo from Platinum Sponsor
NatureSweet Tomatoes; Guest Speaker
Scott Farrell of Golin; and FPFC
Chairman Marvin Quebec of Quebec
Distributing Co.

Leadership panelists Michael
Murray of Ready Pac Foods;
Steve Bernard of Mission
Produce, Inc. and Brian Cook of
Hollandia Produce, LP
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Focus on Northwest Fruit
36

Fruit Sizing Well
in Washington
By Tim Linden
As July was winding down,Yakima, WA, based
Domex Superfresh Growers took stock of the upcoming crop of pears and apples and declared that
the individual fruit may reach record sizes.
The ﬁrm, a global leader in the growing and
shipping of fresh apples, pears, cherries and apricots,
revealed that news in its July Orchard Update. “As
the last cherries are being packed, we’ve shifted
our focus to apples and pears. One thing is obvious;
they’re huge!” said the newsletter.
The ﬁrm’s chief horticulturist, Dave Gleason, explained that perfect weather this year has
helped grow large fruit. Superfresh Growers began
picking Bartlett pears during the last week of July
and was expected to kick off its harvest of Gala
apples shortly thereafter. The newsletter, which
was released in both a printed form and as a video
update, predicted that most varieties of apples and
pears will be harvested several days earlier than
the 2015 season.
According to Gleason, the exceptional fruit
quality is directly related to some of the best summer weather the Northwest has had in a long time.
Lauren Brandt, a recent addition to the ﬁrm’s horticulturist team who just graduated from Washington
State University with a major in Fruit and Vegetable
Management, appeared in her ﬁrst Orchard Update.
Brandt discussed the science going on inside an
apple as it develops over the summer. She explained
that the ﬁrst 20 days after bloom is the most critical
period for determining apple size.“Those ﬁrst three
weeks are when cell division occurs,” Brandt said.
“Cell division is one of the most important factors

because it determines how many cells the apple
will have. Later on those cells will grow to be much
larger, but the apple won’t gain any additional cells
after those ﬁrst three weeks.”
Brandt added that tree fruit is in her own
DNA, and that she’s very excited to see how the
2016 harvest shapes up. The recent graduate was
tasked with measuring and charting the size of
apples in all of Domex’s orchards spread throughout
Washington State. From Autumn Glory to Granny
Smith and everything in between, the newsletter
notes “our retailers and consumers can expect high
quality fruit during the 2016 harvest.”
Domex Superfresh Growers, one of the Kershaw Companies, is a leading grower and shipper
of both conventional and organically grown apples,
pears, cherries and apricots from the Paciﬁc Northwest. The Kershaw Companies have grown into a
vertically integrated organization to include farming,
g
warehousing, sales, marketing and logistic service..
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11th Annual NoCal Golf Tournament
June 10, 2016
Callippe Preservation
Pleasanton, CA

Lessa Castaneda and Russ Thielen of Peterson Trucks

Winners
First Place Team (not pictured)
Sydney Burlison, Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.
David Dudley, Save Mart Supermarkets
Rachel Molatore, Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.
Micah Shea, Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Second Place Team

Third Place Team

Mark Cheng, Farmer John
Ron Borchart, Dean Foods
John Holder, Grocery Outlet
Greg Welch, Robinson Fresh

Marty Hock, Apio/Eat Smart
Jeff Kyer, InterLink Marketing Group
Bob Loyst, Apio/Eat Smart
Dave Moore, Earthbound Farm
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Longest Drive
& Straight Drive Winner
Women’s:
Mihae Finnie, Del Monte Fresh

Closest to Pin Winners

Putting Contest

Men’s:
Ernie Peraza, House Foods

Marty Hock, Apio/Eat Smart

Women’s: (not pictured)
Sydney Burlison, Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Sponsors
Tommy Bahama Mini Store Sponsors
DLJ Produce
Good Foods
The Oppenheimer Group
On Course Drink Sponsors
Mastronardi Produce – West
Peterson Trucks

Longest Drive Winners
Men’s:
Terence Billingsley, Mann Packing Co., Inc.

Drink Cart Sponsor
Marzetti
Putting Contest Sponsor
Equitable Food Initiative
Closet to Pin Contest Sponsors
InterLink Marketing Group
Sun-Rype
Programs Sponsor
Quebec Distributing Co.
Event Signage Sponsors
Hampton Farms
IFCO Systems
San Miguel Produce

Straight Drive Winner
Men’s:
David Dudley, Save Mart Supermarkets
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Name Badge Sponsor
Earthbound Farm
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Jeff Oberman of United Fresh Produce Association and Kip Martin of Grocery Outlet.
Rachel Molatore of Taylor Farms Retail, Inc. with Shawn Dagen of FreshSource, LLC

Goodie Bag Donors
Bing Beverage
Calbee
DeLallo
Duda Farm Fresh Foods, Inc.
Earthbound Farm
Good Foods
Mariani Nut Company
Nature’s Joy
NatureSweet Tomatoes

Nick Chappell and Serjio Sanchez of Cal Giant Berry Farms with Larry Tucker of Raley’s
Supermarkets

Jon Holder of Grocery Outlet with Jeff Kyer of InterLink Marketing Group and Michael
Schutt of Raley’s Supermarkets
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Jennifer Pelayo of Equitable Food Initiative, Chris Vasconcellos of Lucky Stores and Lisa Davis of
Edge Sales & Marketing
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Micah Shea of Taylor Farms Retail, Inc. with Dave Haubert of FreshSource,
LLC

Championship Tees
Apio/Eat Smart
Bland Farms/Vidalia Onions
California Giant Berry Farms
Del Monte Fresh Produce
DeLallo
DLJ Produce
Earthbound Farm
Edge Sales & Marketing
FreshSource, LLC
House Foods
Interfresh, Inc.
InterLink Marketing Group
Mann Packing Co., Inc.
Marie’s/Ventura Foods
Marzetti
Odwalla, Inc.
The Oppenheimer Group
organicgirl
Robinson Fresh
Sun-Rype
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Mark Cheng of Farmer John and Greg Welch of Robinson Fresh
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Players enjoyed the post-tournament dinner.

Greg Corrigan of Raley’sSupermarkets with Marty Van Duyn of World
Food Products

Dave Moore of Earthbound Farm with Caitrin Hall of organicgirl
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Tournament Contributors
IFCO Systems
Mann Packing Co., Inc.
Raley’s Supermarket

Tommy Renda of Safeway with Brian Silvas of Bland Farms

Tran Nguyen of IFCO Systems and Frank Ratto of Ratto Bros.

Rachelle Schulken of Renaissance Food Group and Jeff Oberman of United
Fresh Produce Association

Dave Haubert of FreshSource, LLC with Craig Hamasaki of Grocery Outlet
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Fernando Azevedo of DeLallo and Dave Howald of Pear Bureau
Northwest
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Lined up goody bags

Greg Corrigan of Raley’s Supermarkets, putting during
the special pre-tee-off contest. The putt did go in!!

It was a full house at the Awards Dinner.
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Specializing In

Apples

•

Pears

•

Cherries

Featuring
Independent • Majestic • SSS • Kings Delight
Big Check • Yakima Fresh • Stadelman
Sales:
l
Elvia
El i Menendez,
M
d
George
G
Menendez,
M
d
T
Tod
dK
Kanegae, A
Andrew
d
H
Holzinger,
l i
G
Gabriel
b i l Hilb
Hilbertt
6055 E. Washington Blvd., Suite 600, Commerce, CA 90040 • Phone: (323) 869-0271 • Fax: (323) 869-0270

